RFP2, c13ORF1, and FAM10A4 are the most likely tumor suppressor gene candidates for B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Occurrence of 13q14 deletions between D13S273 and D13S25 in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) suggests that the region contains a tumor suppressor gene. We constructed a PAC/cosmid contig largely corresponding to a 380-kb 13q14 YAC insert that we found deleted in a high proportion of B-CLL patients. We found seven genes by exon trapping, cDNA screening and analysis/cDNA extension of known expressed sequence tags. One appeared to originate from another region of 13q. Recent publications have focused on two of the genes that most likely do not have a tumor suppressor role. This study evaluates the remaining four genes in the region by mutation scanning and theoretical analysis of putative encoded products. No mutations suggestive of a pathogenic effect were found. The 13q14 deletions may be a consequence of an inherent instability of the region, an idea supported by our finding of a considerable proportion of AluY repeats. Deletion of putative enhancer sequences and/or genes in the region may result in an inactivation of tumor suppression by a haploinsufficiency mechanism. We conclude that RFP2, c13ORF1, and a chromosome 13-specific ST13-like gene, FAM10A4, are the most likely candidates for such a type of B-CLL TSG.